Big Focus on Small Business
SMALL BUSINESSES ARE THE DRIVERS of our state’s
economy. They provide thousands of jobs for our citizens and their
families, and create wealth for their owners, who almost always are
Delawareans themselves.
At the Delaware Division of Small Business we have just completed
the first fiscal year in which we have been guided by the new mission of
concentrating our efforts directly on that incredible community of small
businesses in Delaware. Our goal is to make Delaware the best state in the
country in which to start a small business.
If we can help 10 small businesses each add 10 jobs, that impacts
Delaware’s economy the same as a single company creating 100 jobs.
The important work of recruiting large companies from out-of-state is still
being done. But under Delaware’s restructured approach to economic development, it’s now the role of the new Delaware Prosperity Partnership. While
the Division and the DPP work hand-in-glove to strengthen the state’s economy, the Division is keeping a laser-like focus on helping Delaware’s thousands
of small business owners and others who dream of launching a business.
Delaware has almost 25,000 businesses that employ 100 or fewer people
(our line for “small business”). These businesses account for more than half
of Delaware’s workforce and span just about every industrial sector from
manufacturing to retail to professional services.
To better serve our clientele, we formed a team of Business Resource
Managers whose jobs is to work with business owners on a one-to-one basis
– connecting them to resources available from partner organizations, helping access capital and guiding them through various regulatory processes. For
example, if you’re having trouble getting the inspection you need to open your
restaurant or having trouble securing a building permit, our Business Resource
Managers can act as a go-between for you with the relevant government agency.
After all, the entrepreneurs whose risk taking helps drive our economy
forward didn’t start a business to spend all their time dealing with government red tape. Our job is free them up to do the things they do best,
whether it’s developing a new product innovation, building beautiful
homes, selling trend-setting fashion or serving delicious food.
Our efforts are already bearing fruit, as demonstrated by national rankings showing Delaware to be one of the best states in the U.S. for women
business owners and minority business owners.
At the Division of Small Business, we are also at the forefront of some
exciting new initiatives with the potential to transform Delaware’s economy
for generations to come.
Our Business Finance Unit administers the new Angel Investor Tax Credit
program, which Governor Carney signed into law earlier this year. We
helped draft the legislation and worked closely with the state’s Government
Information Center and the Department of Technology and Information to
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enable investors and business owners to apply for the tax credits online.
The Division also played a key role in helping roll out the Opportunity
Zones program in Delaware. This program has the potential to bring jobs
and increased investment to 25 areas of Delaware that could use an economic boost. You can learn more about the Opportunity Zones program
on the Division’s website, DelBiz.com.
These are just some of the ways we’re striving to meet our goal of making Delaware the No. 1 state in the U.S. for small business.
We’ve embraced the challenge. We’re eagerly taking it
on. And we welcome your support with our efforts. n

Damian DeStefano is the Director of the
Delaware Division of Small Business.
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